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🔥Brainwashing🔥General Caldwell wanted to use
psyops on US lawmakers to secretly manipulate them
without their knowledge. “How do we get these guys to
give us more people?” he demanded. “What do I have to
plant inside their heads?”😳

Another Runaway General: Army Deploys Psy-Ops on U.S. Senators
Music, Film, TV and Political News Coverage

https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/another-runaway-general-army-depl…

🤔How desperate are Trump and Putin to get what they want⁉ The incident in 2011

offers an indication of just how desperate the U.S. command in Afghanistan was to

spin US leaders into supporting an increasingly unpopular war...

🔥The US used propaganda on the Taliban and Afghan population- then General
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Caldwell ordered the ‘10 Unit’ to use it on US lawmakers and dignitaries👇 Look

what info they obtained.. sounds like what Cambridge Analytica does 🤔

🔥Lt Col Holmes says his job in psy-ops is to get the enemy to “behave the way we

want them to behave.” He says that using it on Americans is crossing a line...🔥
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🔥For those that are asking, “is this for real?” Check out what the @DeptofDefense

has to say about psyops🔥 They take this VERY seriously...

🤔In light of the aforementioned, I find it interesting that General Caldwell

aggressively encouraged its officers to use @facebook as part of a social-networking

initiative...
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💥Propaganda is a stepping stone to brainwashing, which is a stepping stone to

something far more sinister... Start here👇
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Wylie on Brainwashing : “One thing you want to do is identify the 
type of person you could exploit and undermine them 
psychologically. They’d find people who were less resilient 
psychologically… you essentially tried to exacerbate distrust and 
paranoia.” forbes.com/sites/jeffkauf…
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Former Cambridge Analytica Research Director Chris Wylie Ex…
Former Cambridge Analytica research director Chris Wylie became
famous this year for exposing the psychological-influence tactics his
forbes.com

🔥Military psyops are now being used to target Americans 🎩 tip @IdeaGov
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BOOM You know those digital weapons Flynn was looking 
for They used ex military - intel guys at White Canvas Group, 
VizSense and Colt Ventures in alignment w Cambridge Analytica 
and Facebook to weaponized data  
twitter.com/ideagov/status…

Alan W. Silberberg @IdeaGov
Replying to @IdeaGov
Looking back now, I know a few things, number one being the strange 
stuff they refused to tell us was this treason/illegal shit. It smelled bad, 
felt bad and we were happy to walk away then, + even happier now. 
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More importantly I know they were seeking digital weapons. 
@kelly2277
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👌Here is a current example of how targeted messaging based on data and analytics

identified racist undertones in voters in Iowa👌

Ethan Grey
@_EthanGrey

A new study confirms that Iowa went from Obama to Trump not 
because of economic anxiety, but rather because white voters 
responded accordingly to Trump's nativist, anti-immigrant, and 
racist appeals. psmag.com/news/new-study…
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